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On behalf of the board of directors of Oakton Limited, welcome to your Annual
General Meeting for 2002.
It gives me particular pleasure to represent the shareholders of Oakton as your
Chairman, and I greatly appreciate the interest you show in your company
through your attendance here today.
It has been quite a year since our last AGM! Economic growth slowed for a
second year in succession. There were the tragic events of 11th September
2001. General marketplace spending on technology initiatives was limited as
many organisations emphasised cost saving measures in reaction to the
continued economic slowdown. Despite this, Oakton had another record year.
Last year, I again noted that Oakton’s earnings- oriented and business- e
c ntric
outlook appeared unfashionable in a market where many seemed to demand
growth for the sake of growth. I mentioned how the wheel seemed to be starting
to turn, and that some were beginning to again look to well- run, pragmatic
organisations like Oakton to set the benchmark for investors in the IT services
sector. Well now it seems our previously “conservative” and “old fashioned”
concepts are well and truly back in fashion again. And about time too.
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In today’s meeting, we hope to achieve the following:
•

First. We will look at some Corporate Governance issues and review Oakton’s
performance over the 2002 financial year — in summary, in our second full
financial year of trading as a public company we achieved healthy organic
growth, increased profits, increased dividends for shareholders and excellent
earnings per share.

•

Second. To give you an update on the operating model of the Oakton group,
plus an outline of our progress since the end of the financial year with the
integration of the Tier Australia and mPower Systems acquisitions and our
investment in Mobile Corporation.

•

Thirdly. We need to attend to some once
- a
- year business issues with the
election of Directors. This meeting is also the forum for us to present the
annual report and attain ratification by you the shareholders. We also have
some matters that require your approval relating to the issuing of share
options to a Director, and the issue of shares as part of our successful
acquisitions of Charter Wilson and mPower Systems.

•

Finally, and very importantly, we are here to answer any questions any of you
may have, to get your feedback about your company. And, as I said, it is
important that you raise any matters or ask any questions that you may have.
And, please feel at ease to ask any questions of the directors or myself when
we finish the formalities and have some refreshments after the meeting.
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I am of course joined here today by the Board of Directors of Oakton.
Our Board is committed to the long-term outlook of Oakton and includes the co-founders
whose drive and vision continues to help build your company. Please allow me to
introduce:
Paul Holyoake — Co-Founder and Managing Director
Tim Norton — Co-Founder and Executive Director
John Quinn — Executive Director
Neil Wilson — Executive Director
Gordon Hughes — Non-Executive Director

Comprehensive resumes detailing the background and qualifications of your board
members can be found in the annual report and on our web site.
Recently Mark Elliot resigned his position as non-executive director owing to pressure
from other business opportunities. I would like to thank Mark for his diligent work on
behalf of shareholders over the past two years and in particular note the contribution that
he made in launching the company into the public arena. We recognise the vacancy for a
non-executive director and we are in active discussion with several excellent candidates.
Two board members, namely Tim Norton and myself, retire by rotation at this meeting
and we both offer ourselves for re-election.
It is appropriate here to thank the two groups that make my role as Chairman more easy
and rewarding each year. First, the Board whose expertise and dedication has been
fundamental in achieving our successes in tough IT industry times during the past year.
Second, our Management Team continues to run the business in a splendid manner.
They concentrate on maximising the long-term value of the company that they too “own”
and “live.”
I would like to thank these two groups for their commitment and attention to detail and I
am sure that all shareholders will join me in this.
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Corporate Governance is very much in the news and in the minds of investors
and regulatory authorities following the revelations arising from the likes of Enron
and WorldComm on the international stage; HIH, One
- Tel and Harris Scarfe here
in Australia; and to a lesser degree, the current turmoil at Coles Myer .
Listed companies such as Oakton are required to include in their Annual Reports
to shareholders a statement of Corporate Governance. In the case of Oakton,
this statement appears on pages 32 and 33 of the Annual Report 2002.
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Corporate Governance Requirements
• “Sound and Effective Corporate Governance”
statement on pages 32 and 33 of the Oakton Annual
Report 2002
• The Board of Directors is ultimately responsible
• Oakton complies with ALL
corporate governance requirements

At law, the Board of Directors is ultimately responsible for the affairs of an entity.
In addition, for listed entities, the Australian Stock Exchange Limited in its listing
rules sets out rules and guidelines for matters to be addressed under this
heading and on which directors report.
As such, corporate governance concentrates on structures for governing and
reviewing performance of the activities of a company.
Current practice and governance guidelines address the:
•composition of a board as to the skills and experience of directors
•mix of executive and non
- executive board members
•independence of non
- e
xecutive board members
•arrangements for review of performance of directors and senior management
•processes for nomination of additional board members
•resources available to directors to enable them to carry out their duties
•overseeing of recording and processing the activities of a company and the
preparation of managerial and statutory financial statements, internal control
matters and the relationship with the external auditor
•carrying out of these functions through a network of committees such as Audit,
Remuneration, Nomination, Corporate Governance, Share Allotment
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Executive and Non-Executive Directors
• Oakton complies with the Corporations Act 2001 and
the ASX Listing Rules
• Oakton has a healthy mix of Executive and NonExecutive Directors
• Transparency, Openness and Honesty are vital to good
corporate governance
• Good corporate governance usually results in good
corporate performance

It should be noted that the Corporations Act 2001 and the ASX Listing Rules do
not set out what the mix of a board should be as between executive and non
executive directors. Indeed the Corporations Act only refers to directors and their
statutory obligations under the Act.
The ASX Listing Rules do address the distinction between executive and non
executive directors, the independence of non
- e
xecutive directors and the position
of the Chairman of the Board.
The listing rules do not however prescribe that a board should contain only non
executive directors, that board committees should only have as members non
executive directors and that the Chairman of the Board should be a non
executive director.
Whilst it is widely accepted that there should be a mix of executive and
independent non
- executive directors, such structures of themselves do not
ensure that good corporate governance automatically exists.
Managing a listed entity is not easy and it requires that the quality of experience
of board members is of a high standard, with a diversity of skills and expertise
and who are well versed in the industry in which the company participates. Of
course, transparency and openness and honesty are vital to good corporate
governance. And, as a general principle, I should emphasise that good corporate
governance usually results in good corporate performance.
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Board Composition Review
• Currently four executive directors and
two non-executive directors
• Composition review in progress
• Oakton has a non-executive Chairman
• Board committees are chaired by non-executive
directors

In the case of Oakton you currently have a board of six members comprising four
executive directors and two non
- executive directors. Following the recent
resignation of Mark Elliott, your board is taking the opportunity to review what is
the best composition of the board. This is timely as Oakton has expanded
through the recently announced acquisitions and investment, our horizons have
widened and we are a larger company with more staff, more clients and generally
speaking more business. So it is timely that we as a board go through the
process of identifying and evaluating possible candidates for nomination as
additional non
- executive directors.
Currently, Oakton has a non
- executive chairman and the board’s committees are
chaired by non
- executive directors. As such, the question of the number of non
executive board members is seen as a question of quality and experience and
not merely of numerical majority. What is needed, what Oakton has had and has
now, is strongly independent non
- executives complimenting a highly skilled body
of executive directors well experienced in the areas of the company’s activities.
It is through this independence and business experience that the non
- executive
directors chair and influence the business of the board and its committees,
thereby removing real or perceived potential conflicts of interest between board
and or committee membership and executive activities.
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Options
• Options are a valid and useful tool to provide
incentive and reward performance
• Terms must be:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Meaningful
Performance-driven
In the interests of all shareholders
Truly reflect the company’s financial performance
Weighted against a total remuneration package
Market comparable

Another matter that has been highlighted in some of the recent corporate results
and revelations is the question of options to executives. Your board considers
that options are a valid and useful tool to provide incentive and reward for
performance. However, in providing such incentive and reward, the terms of the
options must be meaningful, performance
- driven, in the interests of all
shareholders and truly reflect the financial performance of your company. They
must also be weighed against a total remuneration package and be market
comparable.
As you will be aware, we will be considering later in the meeting the
recommendation of a grant of options to Mr Neil Wilson who has agreed to take
up the position of Oakton’s Chief Operating Officer. I will speak more to the
question of options when that resolution is put before the meeting for your
consideration.
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Of course, the detailed financial year in review is contained in the annual report,
but I think it is appropriate to extract a few highlights of our financial performance
over the past 12 months.
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Financial Highlights
• Significant organic growth in tough times
• Operating Profit of $6.9 million, up 30%*
• Total Revenue up 26%* to $29.7 million
• Earnings per share up 28%* to 9.1 cents
• Cash reserves of $14.8 million
and operating cash inflow of $7.6 million
• Paid fully franked dividends of
6.0 cents per share, up 76%*
• Final dividend of 3.0 cents per share
before end of Oct-02
• Debt free
* Increases from FY00/01 results

I think the summary of the numbers is that we “achieved significant organic
growth in revenue and profitability in tough times” — not a bad effort all things
considered. It is also indicative of the Oakton commitment to delivering on our
promises. This commitment brings us to the position of having a strong balance
sheet, being able to pay dividends and remaining debt free.
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Profit (FY02)
A$m

2002

2001

Change

EBITDA

10.6

8.8

up 21%

Tax

(3.2)

(3.0)

up 6%

6.9

5.3

up 30%

NPAT

• Record year for profit in 14-year history
• All business divisions contributing
to profit growth
• Strong performance from previous years
acquisitions
• Industry leading gross margins

With earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation as a measure of
profit being “on the nose” with Australia’s corporate regulators, the number we
have mostly focused on from a management perspective is “operating profit after
tax”. This was up 30% on the previous year to $6.9 million.
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Total Revenue (FY02)
A$m

2002

2001

Change

Total revenue

29.7

23.6

up 26%

• Record year for Revenue
• Strong sales growth in flat market
• Excellent cross-selling between
Business Divisions
• Success of new Specialist Practices
• e@gle.i sale of $2.1 million

Total revenue received a similar boost… Compared to last year it was up 26% to
$29.7 million. Importantly, this figure was achieved solely through organic growth,
there being no acquisitions during the period.
Each of our five operating divisions made a positive contribution. Our ability to
successfully cross- sell services to our clients, combined with an international
sale of the e@gle.i investigation management system, were the major factors
that produced this organic revenue growth.
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Workforce
• Predominantly permanent resources
• Staff utilisation remains high
• Great staff retention record
• Employee share option plan
attracts and retains key staff

In much of what we do, the financial position is a direct result of the fantastic
contribution of our dedicated staff. I would like to thank each of them for their
efforts in the past year that were fundamental to us achieving our objectives.
During the financial year staff numbers actually decreased slightly from 156 to
151 people. We made some adjustments to our skills base over the year, plus
tightened our belts and did more with less.
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Full Year Results Summary (FY02)
A$m

2002

2001

Change

Total Revenue

29.7

23.6

up 26%

EBITDA

10.6

8.8

up 21%

Tax

(3.2)

(3.0)

up 6%

6.9

5.3

up 30%

Cash receipts

31.5

22.2

up 42%

Final Dividend ¢

3.0 ¢

nil

-

Dividends paid ¢

6.0 ¢

3.4 ¢

Up 76%

Earnings per Share ¢

9.1 ¢

7.1 ¢

Up 28%

Net Profit (after tax)

In summary, we had a good year achieving strong organic growth in a
challenging market. But more importantly, our profit and revenue results were
again the best in Oakton’s 14
- year history.
Since the end of the 2001–2002 financial year, we have acquired Tier Australia
and mPower Systems, and invested in Mobile Corporation. These are strong
indicators as to what you can expect moving into 2003. As a Board, we will not
make public financial forecasts. We leave that to others. But what I can say is
that our first quarter of 2002
- 2003 has been solid and on target. Our
management team is making significant progress with the integration of the Tier
Australia and mPower Systems acquisitions, and with our tight, “eyes on the ball”
management outlook we anticipate that our past successes and consistency will
be maintained.
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OKN — Share Performance

There are various ways to measure a company and by many of them we have
again come a long way from last year. Even our share price is starting to reflect
this, consistently outperforming the major market and technology stock indexes
over the past six months or so. However, while overall market conditions are
outside of our control, I believe that with our current organisational structure and
platform for growth, we are an improved company from where we were last year,
and we are well positioned to have yet another strong year.
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Year in Review
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I would now like to take you through a review of the operational highlights of the
previous financial year.
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Client View of Oakton
Our business divisions, specialist practices and market knowledge
are combined to deliver tailored client solutions

Oakton’s promise to our clients is that we will continue to deliver innovative, best
in class, specialist services in a timely and efficient manner. Key services that the
business benefits our clients need.
During the previous year, we have fine tuned the Oakton client relationship
model so as to enable us to maintain our agility whilst introducing and crossselling new services for clients. The combination of our five business divisions,
six specialist practices, a comprehensive range of products and services, and
market knowledge, enables to deliver the tailored solutions our clients demand.
Our clients have embraced this relationship model, buying more services from
our business divisions and specialist practices.
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Architects of
IT Solutions
Provides strategy, architecture development, independent
solution selection and delivery management services
• Acquired in October 2000 and growing strongly
• Secured long-term contract to support the Victorian
Government’s electronic procurement initiative
• Assisted a global financial services company to successfully
integrate the core business applications of an acquired major
credit card company
• Successful expansion into the Sydney market

Charter Wilson continued to deliver innovative information technology
architecture and strategy services. They have…
• Helped all Victorian Government budget sector departments to complete their
- Procurement strategies and solution selection; and
e
• Assisted a global financial services company with its IT strategy, business and
technical architecture work required to successfully integrate the core business
applications of a major credit card management company it acquired.
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Builders of
IT Solutions
Provides design, development, integration, delivery and operational
support services for enterprise applications
• Helped a global energy company to standardise selected
global processes, data and applications to realise substantial
savings
• Successfully delivered numerous innovative Internet-based
services for a leading telecommunications provider
• More overseas work for multinational clients
• Successful against overseas developers in their
established core markets

Oakton Computing are specialists in building and managing bespoke application
systems. They have…
• Helped a global energy company to standardise some of its global processes,
data and applications to realise substantial savings. At a time when some
Australian organisations are beginning to experiment with the use of cheap
overseas- based developers, Oakton Computing is successfully competing
against these same overseas developers, winning business in their established
core markets; and Oakton has
• Successfully delivered numerous projects involving the provision of a variety of
innovative Internet- based services to the key wholesale and retail customers of a
leading communications provider. This client has since announced its plans to
standardise the technology platform pioneered by Oakton for the client.
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Packaged
E-Business Solutions

Provides installation, maintenance, support and management
for Oracle E-Business Suite applications
• Acquisition of Frontline Consulting in July 2000
• Implementing new Oracle E-Business Suite
based finance systems at University of Melbourne
• Assisting a global financial services company
to manage their ERP systems for the
Asia Pacific region
• Highest level of repeat business in the Oakton group
• Acquisition of mPower (Aug 2002)

The focus of Oakton Solutions is on packaged e
- business software
implementations. They have…
• Been assisting the University of Melbourne to implement its new Oracle E
Business Suite based finance systems; and
• Assisted a global financial services client to manage its ERP systems, reducing
the cost and improving the service of its finance department as part of a shared
services strategy for the Asia Pacific region.
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Specialists in IT
Recruitment
Recruitment services supporting the provision of skilled IT,
Internet and e-business professionals
• Established in August 2000
• Continues to be profitable in tough
industry sector
• Successfully established a wide client base

Member of the Victorian Government Panel for the
Provision of Temporary and Permanent Information Systems
and Technology Personnel

Oakton People provide specialised IT recruitment for both external organisations
and the Oakton group. They…
• Continue to be profitable, even though performing in a depressed sector of the
industry;
• Continue as a member of the Victorian Government IT recruitment panel; and
• Have successfully established a wide client base.
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Products Division

Marketers of
Innovation

Designs, develops and markets specialised products and tools
to enhance business applications and support consulting service
delivery
• Major sale of e@gle.i to the South African Scorpions
• International distributors in the USA, United Kingdom, Hong
Kong, Singapore, United Arab Emirates, Malaysia and South
Africa

The Oakton products division made a major sale of the e@gle.i investigation
management system to the Scorpions, the South African government equivalent
of the FBI and Scotland Yard. e@gle.i is now operational, significantly enhancing
the productivity of Scorpions investigators, streamlining operational activities and
enhancing the effectiveness of investigation supervision and management.
The products division has significantly expanded its network of international
distributors to the United States, the United Kingdom, Hong Kong, Singapore and
the United Arab Emirates. We are hopeful of subsequent follow
- on sales.
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Best in Class
Specialist Services

Last year I spoke of how we were extending our operating model so as to
enhance our ability to successfully deliver “best in class” specialist services.
Since then, we have established Specialist Practices that enable our expert
professionals across multiple business divisions to focus their industry
knowledge and technology expertise to solve emerging problems for our clients
in a timely manner. These skilled professionals are leveraging Oakton’s
enterprise architecture frameworks and structured delivery methodologies to
work in unison to consistently and reliably deliver value to our clients.
Today, we have six Specialist Practices — Information Management, Project
Management, Application Integration, Relationship Management, Application
Management and Mobile Application. All practices are able to use their agility to
be fast to market with the critical specialist services our corporate and
government clients demand.
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Oakton Delivers
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Delivering On Promises
• Maintained superior revenue growth and profits
• Maintained strong organic growth
• Successful strategic acquisition & integration of
Charter Wilson and Frontline (now Oakton Solutions)
business divisions
• Continued diversification with software products
– e@gle.i international distributors and win in South
Africa

• Achieved growth in client base and geographic
markets

Oakton has again delivered on the promises we made to you.
Delivered in terms of:
•

profits;

•

organic growth;

•

strategic acquisitions; and

•

diversification.
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Recognition
& Rankings
7 May 2002

October
2001

Oakton
Finalist
International
Category

Fast 100

Oakton
#32
Ranked by
Sales Growth

24 April 2002

Oakton #278
Ranked by Profit

Oakton, although something of a quiet achiever, has received recognition.
•

Oakton was a finalist in the International category of the Australian Information
Industry Association’s iAwards in October 2001.

•

Oakton was ranked number 32 in the Deloitte Technology Fast 50 list in May
2002.

•

Despite its small relative size, Oakton was ranked number 278 in the BRW
Top 500 Public Companies list in April 2002, based on profitability. Up from
position 312 the previous year.
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Market Scorecard (FY 2001–2002)
NPAT

NPAT

Revenue

Revenue

EPS

Dividend

2001-02

Change

2001-02

Change

2001-02

2001-02

$6.9m

30%

$29.7m

26%

9.1¢

6.0¢

$10.2m

(12%)

$253.6m

82%

1.52¢

0.67¢

SMS

($11.0m)

100%

$131.3m

(13%)

2.4¢

-

Solution 6

($66.0m)

51%

$324.1m

14%

(35.6¢)

-

Adacel Tech.

($11.8m)

57%

$71.4m

30%

(23.2¢)

-

($60.5) (2122%)

$46.3m

(17%)

(70.8¢)

1.0¢

$45.0m

16%

3.0¢

2.0¢

Oakton
KAZ Computer

Hanson Tech.
Technology One

$8.7m

12%

Source: ASX Reports

A comparison of Oakton’s market results against those of the other ASX listed
technology companies the investment analysts compare Oakton to reveals some
interesting insights. Oakton is a clear standout, even from the more identifiable,
“celebrity” IT stocks.
In particular, I draw your attention to the earnings per share achieved by Oakton
and the return to our shareholders via franked dividends.
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Investment Analyst Findings
• Comfort in short-term earnings and growth profile
• Positive longer-term view
– Strength in underlying business
(high margin IT services with product upside)
– Strength in management/board performance & strategy

• Supportive valuations in excess of current share price
• Good performance given current economic climate,
especially against others in the IT sector

Various investment analysts consistently give Oakton a good reception and they
form a common view that:
•

Oakton’s short term earnings profile is reasonable and achievable;

•

The strength of the underlying business is apparent, as is the strategy of
management into the long
- term; and

•

They generally have a supportive valuation in excess of the current share
price.
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Dividend Payments
• 6.0 cents per share interim dividends paid
• 3.0 cents per share final dividend to be paid
by end of October 2002
• Fully franked

One result of our sound management is that I am pleased to report that we made
healthy dividend payments of 6.0 cents per share to our shareholders during the
financial year, and for the first time we are delighted to declare a final dividend
payment of 3.0 cents per share. So, your dividends have risen from 3.4 cents a
share last year to 6.0 cents a share this year — a rise of 76 per cent.
Capital management is a balancing act — we recognise the need to use our cash
reserves for growth opportunities, but we also acknowledge the loyalty of our
shareholders. Being such an earnings positive company we believe that it is
important to return a greater proportion of the profits to the shareholders. Let me
emphasise that our recent acquisitions show that your increased dividends will
not in any way inhibit the size or the nature of the acquisitions that we are making
and that we are still seeking.
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Oakton Update
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In the period since the end of June 2002, a lot has happened at Oakton. Let me
bring you up
- to
- date with these developments.
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Oakton Acquires Tier Australia
Tier Australia was a leading consultancy with deep domain
expertise, and had itself grown as the result of a number
of acquisitions since 1998, including:
• application management services provider ADC Consultants
• business consultancy services provider
Simsion Bowles & Associates
•
•
•
•

call centre specialist SFC Consulting Services
Government solutions provider Tangent
insurance industry specialist Sancha Computer Services
project management services provider Infact

First, in August we acquired the Australian operations of the United States- based
company, Tier Technologies, Inc. This has seen an extra 120 people join the
ranks of our Charter Wilson and Oakton Computing business divisions in
Melbourne and Sydney. Some of these highly skilled professionals have added
significant strength to our Project Management and Relationship Management
specialist practices.
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Oakton and Tier Together
• Extends existing services in the Oakton operating model
– Charter Wilson & Oakton Computing business divisions
– Strengthens specialist practices (e.g. Project Mgt & Relationship Mgt)
– Increased industry focus — finance, insurance & utilities area

• Formidable sized Australian company, but still positioned
as a more “agile” and responsive company when compared to the
big ‘4’ and large outsourcing organisations
• Strong geographic presence in Sydney and Melbourne

The Tier acquisition has significantly expanded our client base, especially in the
financial services sector. Tier Australia had ongoing relationships with most of
Australia’s major banks and insurance companies. Our objective is to strengthen
those client relationships and cross- sell our other innovative IT services to these
strategic, blue
- chip clients.
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Oakton Acquires mPower Systems
• mPower Systems is highly complementary to the existing
Oakton Solutions business division
– Both focus on delivering
Oracle E-Business Suite solutions
– Both Oracle Certified Partners

• Strong geographic presence
– mPower Systems in Sydney
– Oakton Solutions in Melbourne

• Adds Oracle license sales capability to Oakton

Also in August, we acquired mPower Systems, an Oracle E
- Business Suite
services company of some 30 people. In simple terms, mPower Systems is a
Sydney- based version of our Melbourne
- based Oakton Solutions business
division. Thus, we have again significantly strengthened our position in the
Sydney marketplace.
We also intend to repeat the success we had with the purchase in July 2000 of
Frontline Consulting, which became our Oakton Solutions business division.
mPower Systems brings with it a strong client base that we believe will be just as
receptive to using the specialist services of our Charter Wilson, Oakton
Computing and Oakton People business divisions as have the clients of Oakton
Solutions.
But there is more to it than that. mPower Systems also has specialist skills in two
strategically important areas that we intend to introduce into the Melbourne
marketplace in the near future.
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Oakton Invests in
Mobile Corporation
• 15% equity stake in Mobile Corporation
• Mobile commerce applications
–
–
–
–

Marketing & Sales
Payments
Fulfillment
Customer service

• Interfaces to wireless ASP services

In September 2002 we also announced that we were taking a 15 per cent equity
stake in SMS and mobile commerce specialist, Mobile Corporation.
Mobile Corporation will use Oakton services to develop IT strategies and
interfaces for Mobile Corporation’s mobile commerce applications. Oakton has
also been appointed as Mobile Corporation’s exclusive systems integration
partner, to implement Mobile Corporation applications for customers.
Our Mobile Applications specialist practice will be taking the combined expertise
and abilities of the Oakton business divisions and Mobile Corporation to new and
existing clients. The innovative use of mobile technologies to improve customer
services and reduce operating costs is an area of keen interest to many
businesses today, and our investment in Mobile Corporation means that Oakton
is now in an excellent position to provide the key expertise required.
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Oakton Operating Model
• Sales
• Account
management

Charter
Wilson
Division

Group Customer
Management

Oakton
Computing
Division

Oakton
Solutions
Division

Oakton
Products
Division

• Campaign management
• Marketing

Oakton
People
Division

Integrated
Acquisition

Specialist
Practices
Information Management
Project Management
Application Integration
Relationship Management
Application Management
Mobile Applications

• Accounting
• Finance /
Treasury

Oakton Shared
Services

• Support systems
• Human resource
management

Last year, I reported on how an important outcome from strategic planning
activities during the year had been the establishment of an organisational
framework to support growth. This framework remains fundamentally unchanged.
Indeed, it has again been proven by the rapid and successful integration
undertaken as a result of the recent Tier Australia and mPower Systems
acquisitions.
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Shared Services Strategy Delivers
• Now servicing 300 staff
Oakton (before)

150

+ Tier Australia

120

+ mPower Systems
Oakton (today)

30
300

• Shared IT infrastructure,
payroll and billing in 7 weeks
• From 3 offices to 6, and now 4

At last year’s AGM, I spoke about the creation of a Shared Services group as a
part of Oakton’s Operating Model. As well as saying the Shared Services group
had already delivered savings, I pointed out that it was ready to scale as required
and whist doing so, help us to keep overheads to a minimum. Okay, so it’s a
pretty ho
- hum sort of announcement. But now I can demonstrate how this model
benefits your company.
In just seven weeks since the acquisitions, we already have the Tier Australia
and mPower Systems people using the same IT infrastructure services, payroll
and billing systems as the rest of the Oakton group.
With these acquisitions, in the course of a single weekend we went from two
offices in Melbourne to three, and from one office in Sydney to three. We have
already closed two of the six offices, leaving two in each state. Our head office
relocated to 303 Collins Street in Melbourne. Berry Street became the main office
for our Sydney operations, and mPower Systems relocated to that office.
We said we had built a Shared Services model that could scale whilst still
delivering operational efficiencies and cost savings. Now we have proved that it
was not just an idle boast.
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Future Growth

www.oakton.com.au

There is still plenty more to be done.
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Future Growth — Services
• Access new geographic markets
– Tier and mPower acquisitions deliver geographic diversification
– Strong services growth opportunities in NSW/ACT marketplace
– More overseas work for multinational clients

• Increase penetration
– Additional services to existing clients
– Sales and marketing promotions to
corporate & government prospects
– New core service offerings and Specialist Practices

• Capitalise on core skills & industry knowledge
– “Best in class” services delivered via specialist practices
– Our rich experience in key markets and industry groups
– Our understanding of technologies and trends

• Partnerships
– Strategic alliances (e.g. Mobile Corporation, IBM, Microsoft, Oracle etc.)
– Overseas-based developers

The acquisition of Tier Australia and mPower Systems has delivered much of the
geographic diversification we were seeking and we expect to realise significant
upside potential in our NSW operations.
In the last financial year we showed how we could achieve record results by
organically growing our existing client base, combined with our ability to crosssell the services of our business divisions. Now we are working to make that
happen again, on top of the expansion achieved by our recent acquisitions.
Increasingly, multinational companies have asked us to develop systems here in
Australia for global deployment, and we will capitalise on that trend. We are also
successfully partnering with overseas- based developers so as to lower delivery
costs to our clients.
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Future Growth — Products
• Access new markets
– Nurture the e@gle.i distribution network
– Platform independent version of e@gle.i

• Extend product range
– New products (acquisitions and/or licensing)
– New releases
– Extend platform support

• Maintain leading edge
– Invest in R&D to maintain & increase market position

The successful sale of the e@gle.i investigation management solution to the
South African Scorpions validates our strategy of working with international
distributors. We have significantly expanded our international distribution network
and believe that this will generate further sales of e@gle.i. We are also investing
to create a more platform independent version of e@gle.i so as to open up sales
opportunities that were previously closed to us.
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Future Growth — Acquisitions
• Reviewed many possible candidates to date
• High hurdles — very conservative
– Profitable businesses only (no repair/turnarounds)
– Management capability is a key consideration
– Geographic presence important

• Opportunities to diversify from “fee for service”
• Assimilation criteria
– “bolt on” new divisions or products
– “ready to digest” integration into existing divisions

Our acquisitions team continues to work hard, like a duck on a pond. Believe me
when I say that you have only seen the results of some of their efforts via the
recent acquisitions and alliances.
We continue to maintain a hot list of target opportunities and always have some
level of acquisition negotiation active. Whilst it is still a good time for making
acquisitions, we remain focused only on those that make long
- term sense.
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Future Growth — Our People
• Our most significant asset
is our people
– 300 resources

• Professional qualifications
and vendor certifications
• Produce creative and
innovative solutions
• Success in creating
multi-disciplinary teams from
across our business divisions

Team Model

I would like to express the Board’s appreciation for the enormous contribution
made by Oakton’s employees, to the success of your company. The excellent
results we have had this year in creating even more multi- disciplinary teams from
across our business divisions to meet client needs, is a strong signal for
continued success as we continue to grow.
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Future Growth — Our Clients
• Clients demand best in class specialist services
• Annuity of revenue through quality of service delivery
which generates long-term relationships
• Multiple profitable projects in preference to locked
in, low margin, long-term contracts

Oakton continues to focus on delivering the best in class specialist services that
its clients demand. This is at the core of the strong relationships Oakton has with
its clients. Strangely though, Oakton has few long
- term contracts with clients.
And yet, since 1988 Oakton has been extremely successful at achieving annuity
of revenue via the long
- term length of its client relationships.
We are proud of the impressive list of prestigious client partnerships we have in
the following market and industry sectors:
• Resources
• Financial Services
• Communications and High Technology
• Commonwealth, State and Local Government
• Products and Services
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Client Partnership Philosophy
Three levels:
• Utility relationships
– Focus on cost reduction and consistent delivery

• Enhancement relationships
– Focus on productivity

• Transformational relationships
– Focus on innovation and new business

Some clients seek a utility relationship where the focus is primarily on cost
reduction whilst maintaining consistency in the delivery of services. Other clients
seek enhancement relationships with Oakton, where the focus is on productivity.
However, many of Oakton’s long
- term clients form a transformational relationship
with Oakton, where the partnership focus is on innovation and new business,
changing the very nature of how the client competes.
The beautiful thing about Oakton is that it is able to successfully nurture its
relationships with all three types of clients, and in doing so establish a strong
foundation for organic growth as amply demonstrated by the 2001–2002 financial
year results.
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Looking Forward

www.oakton.com.au
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Oakton Vision
To be recognised by investors, clients
and staff as a leading Australian blue-chip
technology company

Oakton continues to deliver on its vision to be recognised by investors, clients
and staff as a leading Australian “blue
- chip” technology company.
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Delivering On Promises
• Oakton has:
– A great history of delivering best in class services
– A demonstrated track record of delivering returns
to shareholders
– A history of staying focused on
sound business fundamentals
– The respect of the Australian IT industry
– The confidence of its corporate
and government clients
• 1st Quarter FY2002/2003 results on-track

Oakton has:
• A great history since 1988 of delivering best in class services for clients;
• A demonstrated track record of delivering returns to shareholders by staying
focused on sound business fundamentals;
• The respect of the Australian IT industry; and
• The confidence of its corporate and government clients.
We are encouraged in our outlook by our solid first quarter results that have us
on
- track to achieve our targets and again deliver on the promises we have made.
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Special Thanks
• Our People
– Passion, commitment & hard work

• Our Board & Management
– Guidance & support

• Our Shareholders
– Your trust & support

We have outstanding people, great customers, the leadership, the resources and
ability to succeed in a market that has exciting opportunities. I would like to thank
our clients, colleagues and shareholders for their continued support.

### ENDS ###
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Thank You

www.oakton.com.au
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